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WELCOME
MESSAGES
Welcome to SIM Global Education
(SIM GE) – A global campus with
over 10 top ranking international
universities from the UK, the US,
Europe and Australia. As a premier
institution of higher learning, we are
a gateway to the world with a wide
range of academic programmes
to choose your ideal learning
pathways from.

Gain a Global
Edge at SIM GE
for the global
workplace in the
future economy
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SIM GE is the global education
arm of the Singapore Institute of
Management (SIM Group) which
was an initiative started in 1964
by the Economic Development
Board to support Singapore’s
industrialisation. As one of the
largest and leading private
educational institutions in Singapore,
we take pride in our reputation for
quality academic standards and a
vibrant student experience.
At SIM GE, we are committed to
delivering a holistic education
to empower individuals in their

respective fields and communities.
We also aim to inspire passion
in them to excel and to strive for
bigger goals.
In today’s fast-changing world, the
ability to adapt and evolve will give
you an edge. With our multicultural
learning environment and diverse
campus life, you will gain the skills,
knowledge and insights you need,
to be career ready. These will
enable you to gain a Global Edge
as you make your mark in the
global workplace of the future.
I invite you to come and be a
member of our community, and
discover how, like them, you can
fulfil your aspirations by embarking
on an exciting educational journey
with us.
Dr Lee Kwok Cheong
Chief Executive Officer
SIM Global Education

The University of London is
pleased to announce that the UCL
School of Management is
providing the academic direction
for the MSc Professional
Accountancy at SIM Global
Education. This is an exciting
opportunity to be involved in this
academically stimulating and
professionally relevant Master’s
programme.

Gain an MSc
and an ACCA
professional
accountancy
qualification at
the same time

There are two pathways candidates
can take depending on their
current stage, and whichever
pathway you follow, there is
ﬂexibility in your mode of study
and an effective support network.
One of the powerful features of
the programme is the comprehensive
and interactive resource material
available to provide you with the
most effective platform to succeed.
We provide a substantive Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE)
that provides video support and
networking opportunities with
your peers.

Our challenging and inspiring
programmes provide students with
the knowledge and skills relevant
to a range of professions. More
than this, they are designed to
help students develop the capacity
to solve complex problems, to
critically evaluate alternative
approaches and to perform well
under pressure. As a result our
graduates develop a lifelong ability
to learn which will be of value
throughout their whole career.
The MSc in Professional Accountancy
enables you to gain a Master's degree
from the University of London, and
your ACCA professional accountancy
qualification at the same time.
We are very excited about this
Master’s degree, and hope you are
too! We look forward to seeing
you on the programme.
Dr Mary Stiasny OBE
Pro Vice-Chancellor
and Chief Executive,
University of London
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SIM
GROUP

SIM Global Education
A leading private education
institution
SIM Global Education is the global
education arm of the Singapore
Institute of Management (SIM
Group). Founded in 1964 on the
initiative of the Economic
Development Board to support
Singapore’s industrialisation, the
SIM Group is today a diverse and
vibrant organisation with a wide
range of programmes, activities
and services.
SIM Global Education (SIM GE)
offers quality overseas academic
programmes awarded by top
ranking and reputable universities
from the United Kingdom,
the United States, Europe and
Australia. SIM GE’s approach
towards a holistic education is to
develop students with a global
edge for the global workplace
with ability and adaptability
for employability in the future
economy. With 142,000 alumni
and about 20,000 students
from over 40 countries, SIM GE
is a leading private education
institution in Singapore.
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40
COUNTRIES

142,000
ALUMNI

0

Over 10
international
universities,
1 global
campus

Scan
for Virtual
Campus Tour

Why Study at SIM GE?
AWARD-WINNING INSTITUTION
Top 3 Best Private Institute for
eight consecutive years in the
annual AsiaOne People’s Choice
Awards.
THROUGH-TRAIN PATHWAY
Over 80 full-time and part-time
academic programmes through
over 10 partner universities at
diploma, undergraduate and
postgraduate levels.
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES &
INSIGHTS
Exposure to diverse cultures and
a global network of faculty and
peers bring broader perspectives
to learning.

STUDENT-CENTRIC CAMPUS
Wi-Fi enabled campus with
comprehensive facilities for students’
academic and recreation needs.
VIBRANT STUDENT LIFE
Participate in over 70 student
clubs with year-round activities in
arts, culture and sports.
DEDICATED STUDENT SUPPORT
Support services include
academic support at Student
Learning Centre, a dedicated
Student Services Centre, Student
Wellness Centre, and initiatives
such as financial assistance
schemes and counselling
services.

BOND-FREE SCHOLARSHIP &
BURSARY
Scholarships are available to
students who excel in academics,
sports or arts.
NETWORK FOR SUCCESS
A multitude of learning resources and
networking events for students and
graduates offered through SIM GE
platforms and SIM Membership.
ALUMNI ENGAGEMENT
Stay connected even after
graduation – benefit from events
organised by SIM GE Alumni
Office or volunteer your time
through initiatives such as
Structured Alumni Mentorship.
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NETWORK FOR
GREATER SUCCESS

With a blend of 40 nationalities
from across the globe, SIM GE’s
remarkable global mix of cultural
diversities provides an excellent
platform for cultural exchange
and knowledge sharing. A diverse
student population, coupled with
international faculty, is your
gateway to a learning experience
with a global mindset.
Tap into the rich resource pools
offered by our membership
activities and stay plugged into the
latest industry trends through 12
professional Interest Groups. Connect
with other like-minded professionals
for sharing of best practices and
experiences. With a community
boasting about 37,000 individual and
corporate members, you can leverage
our networks for greater success.

Your relationship with us continues
even after you graduate. The SIM
GE Alumni Family will help you
develop and expand your network
as you further your career aspirations.
You can look forward to privileges
and preferential access to
professional development courses.
Take advantage of our unparalleled
networking opportunities such as
Industry Forums, Networking
Sessions, CEO Dialogue, annual
Homecoming dinners, and Overseas
Alumni Chapter events. Be updated
on our calendar of events through
SIM GE and SIM Membership
newsletters and publications.
Embark on your journey with us
to build meaningful connections
as a student, a graduate and a
professional.
Homecoming

Networking Session
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SIM GE Industry Forum

Interact and
build rapport
with industry
experts through
our networking
platforms

CEO Dialogue

"SIM Membership has
expanded my personal
and professional
network with great
opportunities to learn,
share and meet people
from various industries
and professions."
(2016)
Harold Kwan
SIM GE Alumnus

Overseas Alumni Chapter
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UNIVERSITY OF
LONDON

A degree from the University of
London is a mark of excellence,
respected by employers and
universities worldwide. This is
because the University of London
is one of the world’s leading
universities, internationally
recognised for its high academic
standards. We consist of 18
world-class member institutions
with outstanding global reputations
and several prestigious central
academic bodies and activities.
Since 1858, University of London
degrees have been accessible to
students all over the world. Alumni
of the University of London have
gone on to shape our world. These
include seven Nobel Prize winners,
leaders of Commonwealth countries,
government ministers, renowned
authors, academics, judges and
business leaders. Today, the
University of London is truly
international in character with
over 50,000 students in more
than 180 countries.
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Academic direction for all of the
programmes offered through the
University of London is provided
by Colleges of the University.
Academics at these Colleges
develop the syllabuses, prepare the
study materials, and are responsible
for the assessment of students.
This means that students benefit
from the academic rigour and
leading-edge research undertaken
by the Colleges. It also helps to
ensure that University of London
qualifications are of the same high
academic standard, however they
are achieved.
On successful completion of your
studies you will be awarded a
University of London qualification.
The certificate you receive will
state that you were registered
with the University of London
and will include the name of the
University College London which
conducted the examinations.
Find out more at:
www.london.ac.uk

SIM is UOL's largest
affiliate centre in
the world with
7,500 students

Scan to watch
SIM-UOL 30th Anniversary
Celebratory Lunch

Why study for a University of London master’s?
A mark of excellence – A degree
from the University of London is
a mark of excellence respected
by employers and universities
worldwide.
Study without relocating – You
can study wherever you live and
gain a prestigious qualification. In
many countries, you can take
classes at local teaching institutions.
Quality of learning – All our
programmes are developed and
assessed by the renowned Colleges
of the University of London.

Employability – Our degrees are
internationally recognised and
open doors to lucrative careers
in accountancy, law, business
politics, education, IT and other
industries.
SkillsFuture Study Award
benefits – Singaporeans who
qualify will enjoy a subsidy of up
to SGD5,000 off fees, subject to
SkillsFuture's approval. Please visit
www.skillsfuture.sg/studyawards/
accountancy for the eligibility
criteria.

Scholarships for Master's – A variety
of scholarships are available only to
SIM GE alumni to study master's in
London, Singapore and more.
Excellent Support – The UOL-SIM
GE Regional Centre is based at the
SIM Headquarters in Singapore, and
supports students at SIM and the
region.

In January 2017, SIM hosted an academic symposium
for the MSc which was conducted by the UCL Programme
Director, Lynsie Chew, and Deputy Director (Education),
Dr Alan Parkinson.
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UCL

UCL is one of the world’s leading universities and was founded in 1826
in London, to open up university education in England to those who
had been excluded from it. In 1878, it became the first university in
England to admit women students on equal terms with men. Today
the university’s outstanding research and innovative teaching drive
entrepreneurial solutions to the world’s major problems.

Key Facts & Figures
UCL is ranked seventh in the
world’s top 10 universities by the
QS World University Rankings
(2018). The UCL Institute of
Education is ranked number one
for education and training.
The academic community in UCL
includes 56 Fellows of the Royal
Society, 51 Fellows of the British
Academy, 15 Fellows of the Royal
Academy of Engineering and
121 Fellows of the Academy of
Medical Sciences.
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Nobel Prizes have been awarded
to 29 people who are or were
students or academics at UCL.
The most recent addition, in 2014,
is John O’Keefe (Medicine). Eleven
UCL Honorary Graduates and
Fellows have also been awarded
Nobel Prizes.
52% of the nearly 38,900-strong
student community is engaged
in graduate studies, with nearly a
third of these graduate students
pursuing research degrees.

ASSOCIATION OF
CHARTERED CERTIFIED
ACCOUNTANTS (ACCA)

A Memorandum of Cooperation
was signed between Dr Lee Kwok Cheong,
CEO for SIM Global Education and
Mr Stephen Heathcote, ACCA’s Executive
Director (Markets).

ACCA (the Association of
Chartered Certified Accountants)
is the global body for professional
accountants. We aim to offer
business-relevant, first-choice
qualifications to people of
application, ability and ambition
around the world who seek a
rewarding career in accountancy,
finance and management.
Founded in 1904, ACCA has
consistently held unique core
values: opportunity, diversity,
innovation, integrity and
accountability. We believe that
accountants bring value to

economies in all stages of
development. We aim to develop
capacity in the profession and
encourage the adoption of
consistent global standards. Our
values are aligned to the needs of
employers in all sectors and we
ensure that, through our qualifications,
we prepare accountants for business.
We work to open up the profession
to people of all backgrounds
and remove artificial barriers
to entry, ensuring that our
qualifications and their delivery
meet the diverse needs of trainee
professionals and their employers.

We support our 198,000 members
and 486,000 students in 180
countries, helping them to develop
successful careers in accounting
and business, with the skills required
by employers. We work through a
network of 101 offices and centres
and more than 7,291 Approved
Employers worldwide, who provide
high standards of employee learning
and development. Through our
public interest remit, we promote
appropriate regulation of
accounting and conduct relevant
research to ensure accountancy
continues to grow in reputation
and inﬂuence.
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MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTANCY

Overview
The University of London, the UCL
School of Management and ACCA
are enabling you to complete a
Master of Science (MSc) in
Professional Accountancy and
your ACCA professional accountancy
qualification at the same time.

For more information, please refer
to the following websites:
ACCA:
http://bit.ly/ACCAUOLMSC

If you have a relevant bachelor's
degree, complete the Master's and
also become an ACCA affiliate.

Duration and Intake

Getting both qualifications will be
of value to accountants aspiring
senior roles and enable them to
stand out from the crowd.
Compared with the cost of
studying for an accountancy
qualification and a master’s
separately, this will save time and
money for many ACCA students.
If you are an existing ACCA affiliate
or member, complete two
modules to earn a University of
London Master's degree.
Graduates may be awarded a
Master's with Distinction, Merit or
Pass.
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UOL:
https://london.ac.uk/courses/
professional-accountancy

Programme Duration

Intakes

1 Year Part-time

January, July

Modules
Pathway 1 (Academic direction by
UCL; for ACCA student members)
• Strategic Financial
Management (SFM)
• Strategic Performance
Management (SPM)
• Strategic Financial Project (SFP)
Pathway 2 (Academic direction
by UCL; for ACCA members and
affiliates)
• Global Issues for the Finance
Professional (GIFP)
• Strategic Financial Project (SFP)

Mode of Delivery
Classroom learning comprising:
• Lectures
• Online self-study
• Workshops
• Tutorials
• Consultations
Each lesson is typically a
minimum of 3 hours.
All lectures will be recorded and
made available to students.
Assessment
• Assignments / Projects
• Written Exams (Pathway 1 only)
Candidature Period: 1 to 5 years
There will not be any refund or
recourse should the student fail to
complete the programme within
the candidature period.
Minimum Class Size: 25
In the event that the class cannot
commence due to low take-up
rate, applicants will be informed
within one month before
programme commencement.

All 30 from the first
graduating cohort
attained a Master's
with Distinction or
with Merit

Welcoming the 3rd intake
MSc students

Career Prospects
Graduates may find themselves
taking a major step towards
developing an international or
strategic focus within their careers.
While some will accelerate their
careers with existing employers,
others can create potential for
change. Major directions include
jobs in business analysis and
development, banking,
management and strategy
consulting, corporate finance
and investment, human resource
management and marketing.
Admission Criteria
Pathway 1
(For ACCA student members)
• Passed all the ACCA F1 to F9
papers (or their equivalent) or
gained exemptions approved
by ACCA, and
• Passed the ACCA P1, P2 and
P3 papers (or their equivalent).
Pathway 2
(For ACCA affiliates and members)
• Passed all the ACCA P1, P2
and P3 papers (or their
equivalent), and
• Passed two of the ACCA
P4-P7 option papers (or their
equivalent).

English Proficiency Requirements
You will meet the English
language requirement if you:
• passed the English version of
ACCA F1 to F9 papers
(or gained exemption by
completion of an Englishmedium undergraduate degree
approved by ACCA), or
• passed the English version of
ACCA P1, P2 or P3 (or their
equivalent), or
• are a current ACCA Member
or Affiliate.
Special Note:
Please ensure that your ACCA member
status whether as a student member/
aﬃliate/ member remains active
before you apply to SIM.
Your application will be forwarded to
ACCA for admission criteria verification
and programme eligibility confirmation.

Pathway 2
SIM programme fees

S$5,992

UOL fees*

£3,020

Estimated overall fees*

S$11,500

Fees are inclusive of prevailing GST
and payable by instalments prior to
the start of each term to Singapore
Institute of Management Pte Ltd,
University of London and the respective
examination bodies (e.g. RELC
Examinations Bureau). The amount of
each instalment is dependent on the
number of modules undertaken for
each term. Fees do not include
textbooks.
* All fees are subject to annual review
and these institutions and examination
bodies reserve the right to amend
previously announced fees. Please
refer to SIM GE website for the latest
fees.
Graduates of the UOL are entitled a
10% discount from the fees that are
charged by UOL.

Programme Fees
Pathway 1
SIM programme fees

S$8,988

UOL fees*

£4,530

Local exam centre fees*

S$200

Estimated overall fees*

S$17,400

For more details, please visit
https://london.ac.uk/alumni/
alumni-bursary
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“UCL will provide the learning content for the
modules you study, drawing upon our knowledge,
expertise and experience. Activities will provide
you with opportunities to analyse and critique
those ideas and models, enabling you to come
away from the programme with managerial insights
and perception in addition to academic skills. This
package blends theory with practice enhancing your
performance in the workplace.”
Lynsie Chew
Programme Director
Master of Science in Professional Accountancy
UCL School of Management

Pathway 1 – For ACCA student members
UOL module 1
30 credits
You have completed/been exempted
ACCA F1-F9 (or a recognised degree)
plus ACCA P1-P3.
You are eligible to register for the MSc
with 90 credits recognised
prior learning (RPL).

UOL Master’s
degree

UOL module 2
30 credits

UOL Project
30 credits

ACCA Affiliate
membership

Pathway 2 – For ACCA affiliates and members
You are an ACCA affiliate or member with
a compliant CPD record with ACCA.
You may be eligible to register for the
MSc with 120 credits RPL.
There is a limit of five years for recognition of
prior learning. If you passed your last professional
level paper over five years prior to the start of the
MSc, you will need to pass an online preparation
module via Coursera*.

UOL module
30 credits
UOL Master’s
degree
UOL Project
30 credits

*For more information, please refer to www.coursera.org/learn/change-for-the-finance-professional#
Students should aim to sign up with Coursera at least 3 months before the intended programme intake. While completing the
Coursera finance module, you may submit an SIM application. Results should be out one month before MSc classes start.
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PREPARATORY COURSE FOR
THE ACCA EXAMINATION
This course is awarded and
developed by ACCA, UK.
For the purpose of preparing
students to meet the admission
criteria for the MSc in Professional
Accountancy, SIM runs the
Strategic Professional Essentials
to prepare students for the
Professional Examinations with
ACCA.
The Strategic Professional
Essentials (or equivalent) are:
• Strategic Business Leader
(or the equivalent of P1,
Governance, Risk and Ethics &
P3, Business Analysis)
• Strategic Business Reporting
(or the equivalent of P2,
Corporate Reporting)
Duration and Intake
Programme Duration

Intakes

Minimum 6 Months
(Per Paper, Part-time)

July, October

Mode of Delivery
Classroom learning comprising:
• Lectures
• Tutorials
• Workshops
• Exam Focused Revision
Each lesson is typically a minimum
of 3 hours held once a week.
All lectures will be recorded and
made available to students.
Assessment
• Assignments (non-examinable)
• Mock Exam
• ACCA Written Exams

Candidature Period: 7 years
There is no maximum number of
attempts for each paper although
the candidature to complete the
ACCA professional level (5 papers)
is 7 years.
There will not be any refund or
recourse should the student fail to
complete the programme within
the candidature period.
Minimum Class Size: 25
In the event that the class
cannot commence due to low
take-up rate, applicants will be
informed within one month before
programme commencement.
Admission Criteria
For Fundamentals level papers,
candidates must have:
1. 2 GCE ‘A’ Levels (grades A - E)
and 3 GCE ‘O’ Levels (grades
1 - 6 / A1-C6), in 5 separate
subjects, including English and
Mathematics, OR
2. Polytechnic diplomas in any
discipline, OR
3. Bachelor’s degree in any
discipline
For Professional level papers,
candidates must also meet the
following additional criteria:
4. Student membership with
ACCA
5. Passed all or gained
exemptions approved by
ACCA from the Applied
Knowledge F1 to F3 papers
and Applied Skills F4 to F9
papers

Those who do not have exemptions
from all the Applied Knowledge
and Skills will need to pass the
papers before they may register
for the ACCA Strategic Professional
Essentials. For more information
about ACCA exemptions, please
visit: http://www.accaglobal.com/
sg/en/student/getting-started/
exemptions.html
Special Note:
If you are a SIM-University of London
final year student, do check if you are
eligible for any formal benefits before
you proceed to apply for student
membership with ACCA.
All candidates are recommended to
complete the ACCA online Ethics
and Professional Skills module
prior to embarking on the strategic
professional papers.

English Proficiency Requirements
You will meet the English language
requirement if you have passed
the English version of ACCA F1 to
F9 papers (or gained exemption
by completion of an English
medium undergraduate degree
approved by ACCA such as the
University of London or RMIT
University degrees).
Programme Fees
1. Strategic Business Leader
(with Revision): S$2,033
2. Strategic Business Reporting
(with Revision): S$1,326.80
Fees are inclusive of prevailing GST
and payable in full prior to the start
of the term. Fees do not include
textbooks and ACCA fees.
All fees are subject to annual review
and SIM reserves the right to amend
previously announced fees. Please
refer to SIM GE website for the latest
fees.
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“My analytical skills improved tremendously
after the SFP module. I am very thankful to
SIM for assigning us good lecturers to guide
us in our journey.” (2017)
Thomas Bannister
Graduate with Distinction, Class of 2017
Finance Analyst
Globalfoundries Singapore Pte Ltd

“I liked the fact that this course is focused
on assignments and projects and is thus
suitable for busy working adults. I have
also benefitted from the SkillsFuture Study
Award by SAC which has helped to defray
part of my course fees.” (2017)
Juliet Koh
Graduate with Merit, Class of 2017
Finance Director, ASEAN
Westcon Group Pte Ltd

“The programme brought together people
from various environment and during project
brainstorming, I was able to learn from other
perspectives and better understand different
work practices. It was a great experience
and a boost for me to enlarge my network in
the profession and improve my knowledge.”
(2017)
Gabriela Afiati
Graduate with Distinction, Class of 2017
First Class Honours Graduate, Class of 2011
Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Accounting and Finance
Graduate with Distinction, Class of 2009
Diploma in Economics
Business Manager
Ratu Paksi Accessories
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APPLICATION AND ADMISSION
How to Apply
Visit www.simge.edu.sg/ge/how-to-apply
for the application process, list of
required supporting documents,
documents verification process and
more information.
For an international applicant
applying to a full-time programme,
you must submit an online Student’s
Pass (STP) application form.
Your Student’s Pass application
is subjected to approval of
the Singapore Immigration &
Checkpoints Authority (ICA).
Application Fees
An application fee is payable
for each application form that is
submitted. This fee (inclusive of the
prevailing GST) is non-refundable
and non-transferable. The fee will be
fully refunded only if the intake does
not commence. Unpaid applications
will not be processed.
Payment Mode: MasterCard/Visa
credit cards or eNETS

Application
Fees

Local
applicants

International
applicants

S$96.30

S$321.00*

*This does not include all fees related to
Student's Pass application.

Private Education Act
Under the Private Education Act,
legislated in December 2009, a
Council for Private Education was
set up to regulate the private
education industry in Singapore.
From 03 October 2016, the Council
for Private Education became part
of a new statutory board SkillsFuture Singapore (SSG). Under
the new structure, the SSG Board
appointed the Committee for Private
Education (CPE) to carry out its
functions and powers relating to
private education under the Private
Education Act.
All Private Education Institutions
(PEIs) are required to comply with
the regulations under the Act in
order to continue operations.

Following are the requirements
which Singapore Institute of
Management Pte Ltd (SIM PL) has
put in place:
PEI-Student Contract
CPE, in aiming to enhance the
confidence of students and their
parents in the quality of education
in Singapore, has stipulated that
all PEIs must sign a PEI-Student
Contract with students. The contract
sets out the terms and conditions
governing the relationship
between the student and PEI.
SIM PL will honour all terms and
conditions in the contract and in all
communication materials.
Students may request for a copy of
the PEI-Student Contract from SIM
PL or view it on the CPE website
(www.cpe.gov.sg).
Cooling-Off Period
There will be a cooling-off period of
7 working days after signing the PEIStudent Contract. Students have the
right to cancel the contract within
the 7 working days and be refunded
the highest percentage of the fees
already paid if the students submit
written notice of withdrawal to SIM
PL within the cooling off period
(refer to Clause 2.3 of PEI-Student
Contract). After the cooling-off
period, SIM PL’s refund policy will
apply.
Fee Protection Scheme
SIM PL adopts a mandatory Fee
Protection Scheme (FPS) to protect
the paid fees of both local and
international students. The FPS
serves to protect the student’s
fees in the event that the PEI is
unable to continue operations due
to insolvency, and/or regulatory
closure. In addition, the FPS protects
the student if the PEI fails to pay
penalties or return fees to the
student arising from judgments
made against it by the Singapore
courts.

SIM PL has appointed Etiqa Insurance
Pte. Ltd and Lonpac Insurance Bhd
as our FPS insurance providers.
Under the FPS insurance scheme,
students’ fees will be insured by the
FPS insurance provider pre-assigned
by SIM PL. In case of events as stated
above, students will be able to claim
their paid fees from the respective
FPS insurance provider.
More details of the FPS can also be
found in the FPS Instruction Manual,
available at www.cpe.gov.sg.
Medical Insurance
SIM PL has in place a group medical
insurance scheme for all its students.
This medical insurance scheme
will have a minimum coverage as
follows: an annual coverage limit
of S$20,000 per student, covers
up to B2 ward in government and
restructured hospitals and provides
for 24 hours coverage in Singapore
and overseas (if student is involved
in SIM PL-related activities)
throughout the course duration.
For more information on medical
insurance, visit:
www.simge.edu.sg/ge/medicalinsurance.
Refund, Course Transfer, Leave of
Absence and Withdrawal Policies
For refund, course transfer, leave
of absence and withdrawal policies,
please refer to
www.simge.edu.sg/ge/refund.
Confidentiality
SIM PL is committed to maintaining
the confidentiality of the student's
personal information and undertakes
not to divulge any of the student's
personal information to any third
party without the prior written
consent of the student SUBJECT TO
the obligation of SIM PL to disclose
to any Singapore government
authority any information relating
to the student in compliance with
the law and/or to the organisation
conferring/awarding the qualification.
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www.simge.edu.sg
Singapore Institute of Management Pte Ltd
461 Clementi Road
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Tel: +65 6248 9746
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This brochure contains key information, accurate
as at time of print on 12 January 2018. For the most
updated and complete corporate and programme
information, refer to our website at www.simge.edu.sg.
SIM and University of London reserve the right to change
the information, including fees, herein at any time.
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